In the Catholic Americas, people who wanted to marry had to demon strate before the church that there were no impediments to their union. 1 The church gathered the evidence provided by those petitioning for marriage in files called expedientes matrimoniales. Roughly a month previous to the wedding, the groom -or in the case of some slaves, his master -sought permission to wed by submitting an application. He provided information about himself and his prospective spouse to the ecclesiastical notary, who gathered the facts and com pleted the file. Then witnesses (testigos de soltería) who had previous knowledge of the applicants provided supporting information. Once the file was complete, the parish priest gave public notice of the prospective marriage during the Mass celebration on three successive Sundays before the wedding. Those who had information that would impede the wedding would thus have an opportunity to respond. Marriage files were produced in most Latin American cities where parish records exist. 2 In colonial Montevideo, marriage files were completed for all people marrying into the city's only parish of the Catholic Church -Span ish, criollos, Africans, Amerindians, and everyone in between -who had been born outside of Montevideo.
These files contain data on the routes Africans took across the Atlantic and the Americas. They indicate the origin of the groom, bride, and witnesses, their shared itineraries, and how these itineraries changed over time. Thus they reveal patterns of geographical mobility and networks created by common experiences among Africans. Marriage files can also be easily quantified, which allows us to track historical trends and patterns. At the same time, each file tells a unique story. A close reading of these stories contextualizes the experiences of slaves in the Catholic Americas and underscores common patterns in such experience in ways that lie outside quantification.
No one has previously employed marriage files systematically to study the routes Africans traveled through the slave trade from Africa to the Americas. Using a handful of these records to analyze geographical mobility in colonial Río de la Plata, Susan Socolow noted the potential of this source for studying the slave trade from Salvador to Montevideo. 3 Herman Bennett employed mar riage files in his study of Africans in Mexico during the Iberian Union. While he rightfully considers the links between spouses and witnesses as networks of support within black communities, he argues that African eponyms such as Mina tell us little about African origins and routes of enslavement. 4 Frank Proc tor illustrates that both the marriage files and books of several towns in colonial Mexico reflect previous bonds among the enslaved, but he also underlines how marriage patterns and marital networks built new ethnic and community iden tities. 5 Finally, Arturo Bentancur analyzed the marriage files of Montevideo between 1790 and 1812 to shed light on the structure of the black family in slav ery and freedom. While Bentancur provides the only study of the black family in colonial Montevideo, examining the slave trade and the networks emerging from that experience is beyond the scope of his work. 6 This article adds to the debate over the relative merits of three major influ ences in the formation of social networks and black identities in the Ameri cas. One is the shared African backgrounds of slaves; a second is the common experiences of captives during the slave trade; and a third is the development of new social ties in the New World. The marriage files of Montevideo show bonds among free and enslaved Africans emerging from the transatlantic and particularly the intra American slave trade. Experiences in the slave trade were critical for creating social ties among the Africans who gave testimony in these files. When explaining how they had met the groom, half of all witnesses in the marriage files of slaves told the notary that they had been shipmates in slave vessels or that they had met in other slave ports before arriving in Montevideo. To make this argument for the importance for Africans in Montevideo of social networks forged through the slave trade, I first review the historiog raphy on shipmate networks emerging from the slave trade. Then I analyze the characteristics of expedientes matrimoniales in order to balance both the potential and limitations of these records. Finally, I track the geography that can be drawn from the testimonies of enslaved and free blacks in these files and show how these testimonies cast light on the existence of shipmate networks. These records provide information not only on Africans but also on captives born in the New World, as well as on people of mixed ancestry. I include all these groups in this analysis since all contributed to marriage files of Africans and since the social networks of each were shaped by their shared experiences.
The Social Importance of Associations Formed on Slave Vessels
Historians and anthropologists have long debated the relative importance of African and New World influences on the emergence of black identities in the Americas. The debate was initiated by Melville Herskovits, who stressed how "Africanisms" survived acculturation, and E. Franklin Frazier, who argued that the slave trade had shattered African cultures in the Americas. 7 In a major contribution to this debate, Fernando Ortiz depicted the emergence of hybrid cultures different from European, Amerindian, or African societies and how transformations affected all individuals in colonial societies through transcul turation. 8 In the years following these debates, scholars studying the British Caribbean noticed the existence of bonds of affection and solidarity among slaves who had shared the Atlantic passage. Using mainly the narratives of slaves' white contemporaries, Philip Curtin, Elsa Goveia, and Orlando Patter son showed that captives had bonds of friendship both with people from the same ethnolinguistic group as themselves and with shipmates, and that these ties survived for generations. 9 While these authors did not present a fully artic ulated view on this issue, they understood shipmate bonds as an extension of relationships based on origin and kinship. 10 Sidney Mintz and Richard Price put shipmate networks into the central arena of the debates over black cultures in the Americas. Moreover, they attrib uted greater importance to shipmate bonds as "cooperative efforts" than to the cultural traits Africans brought to the Americas for the formation of these black cultures. In their work, the middle passage turns into a crucible of destruc tion and rebirth where African cultures were weakened and ultimately recast as random patterns of slave trading threw together slaves of wide ranging ori gins. 11 I disagree with their depiction of slave routes randomly mixing peoples from multiple origins, given that recent scholarship shows a limited number of African ports supplying slaves to a limited number of regions in the Americas; such a pattern created transatlantic slave routes between broad African regions and American destinations. 12 Yet I accept their portrayal of shipmate networks as dyadic bonds among two persons of the same sex. Such ties originated along the lines of gender separation enforced in slave vessels: all cases I analyze here are of men rather than women. Marriage files from Montevideo do not provide information on ties between women, given that the church only requested tes timony about the status of grooms. Mintz and Price saw shipmate networks as harbingers of new communities generated by forced displacement, but because their model of creolization downplayed the importance of African origins in the shaping of black identities, it has been largely criticized by recent scholars who highlight the existence of African cultural transferences to the Americas. 13 These scholars do not necessarily de emphasize the significance of shipmate networks; rather, they see these ties as overlapping with relationships based on shared African origins and cultures. 14 Rather than looking for African ethnicities in the marriage files, I use eth nicity as a lens to study the transformations of African diasporic communities, as proposed by Paul Lovejoy. 15 He suggests that scholars should analyze how ethnic redefinition occurred in tandem on both sides of the Atlantic by speci fying who the Africans were and when they crossed the ocean. The study of shipmate ties raises the possibility of analyzing how African identities changed on the basis of the experience of captives in the slave trade. Africans marry ing in Montevideo in the 1770s largely declared provenance from Kongo and Angola, from where they were shipped in the late 1750s and 1760s. Marriage files point to their Christianization long before their forced departure from West Central African slave ports, given that a minority of grooms provided the Christian names of their parents when petitioning to wed in Montevideo. This generation of West Central Africans developed networks with shipmates caught up in the same slave trading routes. They stayed long enough in Montevideo to marry as well as to establish the city's first black Catholic confraternity in 1778 and to command its first black militia in 1780. (However, evidence for the Christianity of West Central Africans arriving in Montevideo disappears from 1784 on, which probably illustrates changing slave trading routes.) Shipmate ties reflected one of the basic shared experiences through which "once these were compared, [enslaved Africans] might discover the basis of renewed or rede fined mechanisms and institutions of identity." 16 17. Through internal slave trades, captives sometimes learned other languages or dialects to communicate with slavers and fellow captives. Thus language was both a feature of African origin and a result of the process of enslavement. Early captivity could Captives from West Central Africa in Brazil used the word malungo to describe shipmate networks. 18 As analyzed by Robert Slenes, the term had various connotations as it developed in the diaspora, ranging from ship to mate and finally to brother in suffering. This term had kinship connotations but also expressed West Central African cosmological beliefs, since slaves saw the Atlantic passage as the itinerary from life to death. Captives understood the ocean as the borderland leading to the realm of death, whose crossing meant an all consuming event during which nobody wanted to be alone. 19 Once in Brazil, captives became aware of cultural affinities that were obscured in Angola by geographical isolation, war, and state formation. The story of the term malungo reveals how both internal and transatlantic slave routes affected captives and how people caught in this traffic came to identify themselves as brothers in suffering. This implied the reshaping of kinship and ethnic bound aries to include and ally with strangers against death, oppression, and vio lence. Concurrent with these general patterns, Walter Hawthorne describes an exceptional case where captives from the slave ship Emilia were brought to Rio de Janeiro by the British navy during the period of the illegal slave trade and then managed to return to Lagos. 20 Recent scholarship reintroducing violence and displacement in the shaping of black identities in the Americas underlines the importance of experiences in slave ships, in addition to considering shipmate networks as part of the strate gies of the enslaved. 22 Such scholarship incorporates the enhanced knowledge of slave trade patterns, highlights African agency in this traffic, and generates renewed insights on how terror shaped the history of slaves. In other words, we now know more about how violence shaped social networks and transformed the identities through which slaves made sense of their changing world. To rephrase the insights of some of these new scholarly contributions, the slave vessel was a "non community" in African terms, a group of strangers separated from their kin and references who, while sharing certain affinities with some others on board, were nevertheless isolated as a group. At the same time, the slave ship was a new community, emerging from the hardships of New World slavery, where Africans created shipmate networks. Both the studies highlighting the impor tance of experiences in the slave ship and the new knowledge of the transatlantic and African internal slave trade point to continuities and ruptures in social net works and identities. On the one hand, slave trade itineraries, shaped by demand for labor in the New World, trading networks, and Atlantic winds, set com mon patterns for slave experience within African and American geographies. On the other hand, people caught up in the slave trade understood only disjointed pieces of the broader Atlantic enslavement that they used to make sense of their own story. The present study shows that shipmate networks and broadly shared experiences within the slave trade were influential when free and enslaved Afri can men had to select trustworthy associates in Montevideo. A common Afri can provenance was also important. Thus it is not helpful to privilege any one factor -African backgrounds, slave trade experiences, or New World develop ments -over the others; rather, these should be treated as mutually reinforcing elements in the development of distinctive black identities over time. Marriage files allow us to analyze how Africans chose who could speak about their past. In these records, the church asked free and enslaved Africans about their companions' past. People whom applicants knew in their present lives thus reconstructed narratives of their past. The slave trade loomed large in these narratives, but it was not the only factor shaping their present. This request for witnesses came at a specific moment: marriage into the church. While this article neither delves into family construction nor African Christi anity, it is worth noticing that family ties and corporate bodies were the most important elements in social networks in colonial Latin America. After much forced movement and oppression, Africans expected some protection through marriage, given that the church generally impeded the separation of spouses by slave sales. Apart from dyadic shipmate ties, simply staying for a sufficient amount of time in a single place could strengthen additional social networks and further shape identities. Marriage files portray an intersection of past shared experience in the slave trade, present social ties, and future possibilities for local black communities. They reflect both how people understood who they were as participants in various networks and, to a large extent, the processual construc tion of identities by shared experiences. In summary, this article shows how lifelong shipmate ties were keystones in the creation of collective black identities for generations of Africans who lived in a slave trading port of the Americas. As these networks fleshed out the memories of those forced to cross the Atlan tic, they provided coherence to the disjointed experiences of Africans in the New World.
Marriage Files of Montevideo, 1768 -1803
While most of the historiography has shown shipmate networks through microhistories or narrative descriptions, this article uses statistical analysis to show social ties emerging from the slave trade within an entire city. 23 For this 23. The word malungo, discussed earlier, was not unknown in Montevideo by 1830. Newspaper articles included this term when reporting the "voice" of Africans celebrating the laws prohibiting the slave trade and freeing newborn children of slaves while at the same time complaining about the continuance of slave traffic. In this context, malungo meant friend and had no connection with shipmates. The incorporation of this word into newspapers indicates both its usage by Africans in Montevideo and that white men caught at least part of its meaning. El Indicador (Montevideo), study, I entered in a Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) database all marriage files for Africans and their descendants in Montevideo from 1768 to 1803: 431 cases, for an average of 12 files per year. The total number of people involved in those files, including spouses and witnesses, constitutes a represen tative sample of the African and African descended population living in the city. In 1778, approximately 1,300 free and enslaved blacks and coloreds lived in Montevideo, accounting for 29 percent of the total population. Between 1768 and 1779, marriage files provide data on 377 individuals of full or mixed Afri can ancestry -nearly 30 percent of the city's black and colored population. 24 The nature of this source did change over time, which affects its representa tiveness. From 1727 to 1767, during Montevideo's first 40 years of existence, there were 61 weddings involving at least one African or person of mixed origin. Forty eight of these took place between 1754 and 1767, at a rate of less than four weddings per year. Only after 1768 do the marriage files show the black and colored presence in the city to have been growing. From this year to 1799, there were between 5 and 22 marriage files each year for free and enslaved blacks and coloreds. Yet between 1799 and 1803, free blacks and slaves almost disappear from the records.
These figures reflect increases in the slave trade to the Río de la Plata as Montevideo developed from an outpost of intra American slave voyages to a full transatlantic slave trade port in the late eighteenth century. At least 70,000 slaves arrived in Buenos Aires and Montevideo between 1777 and 1812, which is surprising given that Buenos Aires had only 43,000 inhabitants by 1810 and Montevideo had no more than 12,000 by 1803. 25 Many of these slaves con tinued on to markets beyond the Río de la Plata, including Paraguay, Upper Peru, Chile, and Peru. The years 1782 and 1791 were landmark years for the slave trade to this region. First, warfare interrupted all trade between Spain and its colonies beginning in 1779, as the British navy pursued Spanish ships. To counteract this blockade, the Spanish crown allowed Portuguese ships to sail between Spain and the Río de la Plata. The majority of these Portuguese ships disembarked slaves illegally in Montevideo, leading to the arrival of more than 5,000 slaves in the city mainly in 1782. Second, a change in metropolitan policies led the Spanish crown to throw open the slave trade to the Río de la Plata in 1791, which increased slave arrivals to the area during the two follow ing decades.
The slave shipments from the early 1780s explain the growth of marriage files for slaves from 1780 to 1791. However, the next 12 years -from 1792 to 1803 -saw fewer records at a moment when slave arrivals were at their highest. The sharp decline of marriage files for slaves after 1799 is a paradox. Marriages between slaves account for half of Montevideo's marriage files of blacks and coloreds between 1768 and 1779, and this figure rises to 65 percent from 1780 to 1791. However, from 1799 to 1803 only 38 percent of marriage files involv ing blacks and coloreds were for marriages between slaves. Slaves thus almost disappeared from the marriage files during this period. The probable explana tion for this is that the rapid increase of Montevideo's population led priests and notaries to exempt slaves from the filing process in the early 1800s. Records of nonwhite weddings continued, but marriage files were apparently no longer required for slaves. They continued to marry, since there were nearly 40 wed dings between slaves per annum from 1800 to 1812. However, in the first decade of the nineteenth century these marriages yielded only five to ten marriage files for slaves yearly. 26 Royal orders prohibiting marriages between "unequal" peo ple increased in the Río de la Plata in 1803 -1805, which augmented the work of priests at regulating private life, and this may have led priests to stop keeping marriage files for the growing slave population. 27 The richness of information included in marriage files also changed over time. In the case of slaves and free blacks, marriage files for Montevideo com monly contain data on the spouses and the two witnesses who gave testimony related only to the groom, not the bride. When a widow remarried, sometimes a third witness confirmed the death of the previous husband, and thus some information on the wife appears in the files. Each file therefore contains infor mation on four or five people but mostly reveals the networks shared by the groom and his witnesses. However, beginning in the late 1780s there are an 26. Arturo Bentancur believes that after 1800 the ecclesiastical notary just filled a yearly quota of five to ten marriage files for blacks and coloreds and left no records of other wedding petitions for this population. He shows that 92.5 percent of marriage files for slaves between 1790 and 1812 took place in the 1790s. Bentancur, "Algunas pautas."
27. In the Río de la Plata, additional royal orders complemented the Real Pragmática (1776) regulating marriage in 1803 -1805. See Socolow, "Acceptable Partners"; Bentancur, "Algunas pautas." increasing number of files in which there were no witnesses recorded. In table 1 , the Normal case column shows files with information on spouses and witnesses.
The No witnesses column includes files that contain the marriage application and the writing produced by the notary but no witnesses. The last column, No need for witnesses, shows cases in which the master reported that one or both spouses had arrived in Montevideo as children, thus obviating the need for witnesses. The database has information on witnesses in all cases for the first period, in 80 percent of the cases for the middle period, and in 35 percent of the cases for the last 12 years. The first case in which childhood was mentioned as a rea son for not providing witnesses comes from 1789. 28 Between 1792 and 1803, masters initiated the file by declaring that the slave had arrived in the city as a child ("vino niño a esta ciudad") 29 in almost a third of all cases. In another third of the cases from this last period there was no explanation of why there were no witnesses: the only record is the application initiated by the master or the groom. In these last cases, 25 percent involved free black and colored grooms, not slaves. A change of record keepers does not explain this pattern, as the same parish priest was in charge from 1783 to 1815. 30 Thus the testimonies in mar riage files became less representative of Montevideo's entire black population as time went on, and for the last 12 year period the marriage files are particularly short of information on slaves. Analyzing the way in which these records were produced could help us to determine both their potential and limitations as a source. In marriage files, witnesses had to answer set questions that were written down by the notary in formulaic phrases. The same structure and phrases appeared in all files. Appar ently, the notary first gathered the data he needed on a separate piece of paper before filling out the application form. An example of this is the following writ ing found on a piece of paper among the marriage files of 1802:
Josef natural de Pernambuco, no sabe, Negro Esclavo de D[oñ]a Maria Miranda viudo de Teresa que est[á] enterrada en la Yglesia de San Antonio en 16 años. Luis, Esclavo de la misma, natural de lo mismo, que la vio cuando se caso y después de allí algunos días murió, y asistió al entierro, y vinieron juntos los dos para esta tierra. 31 This tells us that Josef and Luis were both slaves of Maria Miranda, that they were born in Pernambuco, and that they came together from there to Mon tevideo. Luis could confirm that the groom was a widower as he had met the first wife of Josef before her death. In this case, the enslaved groom began the marriage application rather than his mistress. After the first declaration of the groom or the master, the notary read to the groom the list of potential imped iments to marriage, and he noted that he had done so in the file. Then the notary took down the testimony of the witnesses. Finally, he stated formally that there were no impediments to the marriage, and he authorized public notice of the wedding. Marriage files were four to six pages in length and varied little in for mat. There was certainly tension between what the notary wanted to write -the less, the better -and the length of information given by witnesses. Rather than containing page long testimonies filled with details, the files offer just four or five lines providing specific information. Marriage files for white people were no longer than those of slaves: the notary always tried to save ink and paper.
Whether the spouses to be and the witnesses told the truth to the church's notary, as well as whether the witnesses actually knew the spouses, is debatable. The testigos de soltería or witnesses of bachelor status are different in each mar riage file, which suggests that they were chosen by the prospective spouses. In contrast, the witnesses or godparents of the marriage itself, compadres de matrimonio, were almost always one of the sacristans, which suggests that they were not personally important to the spouses. 32 That the witnesses in the marriage files were almost always different people suggests that they were trusted by the spouses and were indeed part of networks on which the spouses could rely. On the question of these files' veracity, the priest gave notice of the wedding three times before the ceremony took place, and thus people did have an opportunity to testify against the prospective spouses. 33 But the only way to evaluate the accuracy of the narratives in these files is by cross checking them against other sources. The story told in the 1788 marriage file of the Mina slave Ventura Molina matches the narrative written by his son Jacinto Molina in the 1820s. 34 Records on black confraternities and militias also lend credibility to the stories in these files. The free Angolas and Benguelas Juan Lopez, Antonio José Sosa, José Cayetano, and Manuel José Gonzales ran away from Portuguese Colonia, where they had been slaves, to Spanish Real de San Carlos between 1762 and 1777. They became noncommissioned officers in the Montevideo black militia in 1780. All but Manuel José Gonzales also held elective positions in the black confraternity of Saint Benito in this city during the 1780s. Antonio José Sosa was one of the witnesses provided by Juan Lopez in his marriage file, and Man uel José Gonzales acted similarly for José Cayetano. 35 Thus the bonds emerging from the shared experiences described in the marriage files later overlapped with ties developed from membership in both black militias and brotherhoods in Montevideo. These bonds show lifelong relationships between grooms and their witnesses.
Africans and their descendants did not marry in numbers comparable to 36 In contrast, table 2 shows that 36.7 percent of black and colored grooms were free by the time of their marriage application. Free blacks born in Africa and the Americas, as well as coloreds, were thus overrepresented in the marriage files compared to their number within the city's total population of African ancestry. This is especially true for the period 1792 -1803, when the number of slave grooms sharply diminished in marriage files. Enslaved Africans were particularly underrepresented, given that they comprised only 51.2 percent of slave grooms and 55.7 percent of slave brides included in the files. As enslaved Africans were not marrying proportion ally to their number among the city's inhabitants, the shipboard connections they formed, and which I will analyze in the last section of this essay, must have been an even more important part of their social lives. In other words, social networks developed within the slave trade might have been more influential for them than their experiences of slavery in Montevideo as expressed, for instance, by Catholic marriage. Table 2 shows that half of the witnesses for black and colored grooms were free, which makes sense given that one fourth of all witnesses were recorded as white. As in many of the colonial documents of Montevideo, a blank calidad (quality) meant full European ancestry in the marriage files. 37 38. From 1727 to 1767, Apolant shows 24 marriages involving pardo grooms and 8 with pardo brides. All but one were natives of Buenos Aires, Córdoba, and Paraguay. Only three weddings had both a pardo groom and bride; 18 pardo men married Indian women, and 5 pardo women married Indian or white grooms. Apolant shows that Indian women married to pardo men sometimes were recorded as pardo and vice versa, and that pardo men were not always figured as such in Spanish colonial censuses. Apolant, Génesis de la familia uruguaya, 927, 1001, 1108, 1143.
39. AAM EM, 1800, exp. 8; Molina, La escritura negra.
white if there was no descriptor such as Negro or Pardo (of mixed African and European ancestry) filled into the space for listing calidad. People of full Euro pean descent -Spanish, Portuguese, and criollo -as well as Amerindians testi fied in marriage files for people of African ancestry. I do not deny the important participation of white witnesses in these files, but most likely some of the wit nesses listed as white were of mixed African origin. For instance, almost 60 percent of the witnesses in marriage files for pardos were recorded as being white. These witnesses shared origins in the Río de la Plata with the groom, and perhaps the notary just did not record them as pardo. In marriage registers analyzed by Alejandro Apolant, pardos and mestizos were not always recorded as such, and these categories were extremely fluid in the 1760s and 1770s. 38 Cat egories of calidad such as white, black, or mixed origin remained inconsistent even after this period. Jacinto Molina was the witness in a file in 1800, and the notary recorded him as a free pardo. However, Jacinto recognized himself as a free black in his writings, and he was recognized as such by others. I believe the notary whitened Jacinto Molina, turning him from black to mixed ancestry, because he was literate. 39 The categories Negro and Pardo had geographical con notations as well. 83 percent (81 cases) of the pardo grooms were born in the Río de la Plata region, which today consists of Argentina, Uruguay, and Paraguay. Through migrations within the Río de la Plata these grooms came to Buenos Aires and Montevideo, where the population was growing rapidly. Their fami lies had lived in this region for two or three generations, and they could navi gate the codes of Spanish colonial culture. Most of the witnesses in their files, whether they were whites or pardos, had a shared Río de la Plata origin. In contrast, 83 percent (251 cases) of the black grooms were born in Africa. They came to Montevideo through the transatlantic and intra American slave trades. Some of them had lived in Brazilian slave ports before arriving in Montevideo, and thus they had been in contact with Portuguese culture. People identified as Negro usually did not share itineraries ending in Montevideo with people identi fied as Pardo, suggesting that there was not much interaction between negros and pardos prior to meeting in Montevideo. Black grooms rarely asked witnesses of mixed origin to testify in their marriage files, and vice versa. Thus racial descriptors employed in these files intertwined with the social ties and geogra phy described by their recorded testimonies.
The Geography of Testimonies
Marriage files provide detailed information about the origins of Africans and people of African ancestry living in Montevideo. Table 3 shows the broad ori gins of the black and colored spouses and witnesses who provided that informa tion. Most of the sample is African, followed by people from the Río de la Plata. Even though they were the majority, Africans may be underrepresented in this count. The lack of information for almost two thirds of the cases from 1792 to 1803, particularly for enslaved Africans, explains the overrepresentation of free blacks and coloreds born in the Río de la Plata. By 1812, no less than 70 percent of the black population of Montevideo was born in Africa. 40 were not necessarily born there. These were two major slave ports from which West Central Africans were shipped to America. Spouses and witnesses also declared other Angolan eponyms as their provenance: Gangela, Masangano, Mondongo, Ambaca, Garangui, Songo, Mocondo, Cambonda, Casancha, Manguela, Camunda, Rebolo, Lubolo, Upolo, and Majumbe. 41 Some of these places, such as Masangano and Ambaca, were inland villages (presidios) from where the Portuguese tried to expand their authority over neighboring African polities. Congo, which referred to the decentralized mid eighteenthcentury Kingdom of Kongo and its satellites, 42 was the third most important region of origin, appearing in these files for 14.9 percent of the Africans included. The eponym Congo also described Africans whose provenance was south of the Congo River, but who were taken via slave routes to Luanda or other northern Portuguese ports or were sold by African merchants to British and French sla vers in Cabinda (a modern day Angolan exclave), Loango (Republic of Congo), and Muyumba (Gabon). 43 Captives from West Central Africa shared common linguistic origins, given that the predominant languages of this region, Kimbundu and Kikongo, were as mutually intelligible as Spanish was to Portuguese. While divided into multiple kingdoms and smaller entities, West Central African societies shared a foundation of matrilineal kinship. John Thornton and Linda Heywood also point out that along with sharing similarities in language and family structure, many captives leaving Kongo and Angola were at least nominally Christian in 46 Even though a minority, these Christian West Central Africans ranked among the first black leaders in Montevideo. Pedro Mascareño, who declared provenance in Kongo, arrived in the Río de la Plata in one of the aforementioned slave vessels in the 1750s. The Jesuit priest Cosme Agullo purchased him. Pedro was free by the time of his marriage in 1773 to María, another Kongo. The two witnesses in his marriage file had known Pedro for 20 years in Montevideo. Pedro stated that his parents' names were Sebastian and Maria, which indicates previous Christianization. In the same year, he began the process of found ing the confraternity of Saint Benito in Montevideo. Five years later, Pedro was the first hermano mayor and mayordomo mayor of this brotherhood. He was also the second lieutenant of the first black militia of Montevideo in 1780, where he followed Lieutenant Mateo de los Santos, another Kongo, and Captain Anto nio Silva, a free black born in Buenos Aires. Pedro still headed the brother hood of Saint Benito in 1788. 47 Both his Christian experience in Kongo and his proximity to the Jesuits in Montevideo may have facilitated Pedro Mascareño's establishment of the first black confraternity of this city in 1778.
Apart from West Central Africa, the only other broad region consistently represented in the marriage files is the Costa da Mina, at 4.8 percent of our sample. Slaves from the Costa da Mina were shipped from Salvador to Monte video in the 1780s and 1790s, a period in which Salvador was prominent in the intra American slave trade to the Río de la Plata. 48 However, fewer Mina slaves show up in these files than expected. The same is true for slaves coming from Mozambique and the Bight of Biafra -the first and thirdranked regions in the slave trade proceeding directly from Africa to the Río de la Plata from 1777 to 1812. Chronology explains the lack of cases from Mozambique, since significant slave arrivals from there to Montevideo began only after 1796, just when refer ences to slaves began to disappear from marriage files. Before 1797, there is only one file where both groom and witnesses declared origin from Mozambique. 49 The low number of Biafran slaves in the records has a different explanation. In 1787 -88, the Compañía de Filipinas, a Spanish royal trading company, shipped 2,900 slaves from Bonny and Old Calabar to the Río de la Plata. Only 2,177 Africans arrived alive in Montevideo, of whom 1,073 were sent to Lima. Of the remainder, it seems that only 21 were sold in Montevideo. 50 Table 3 shows 10 percent (108) of this sample composed of people of Afri can ancestry born in Brazil. Of this group 59.2 percent were enslaved, and 40.8 free. A large majority of the slaves arriving in the Río de la Plata before 1777 came through Brazilian ports, and the ratio was still 60 percent from that year to the end of the traffic in 1812. Slaves shipped from Brazil to Montevideo most likely were African rather than Brazilian born. Nevertheless, slave vessels from Brazil also brought a handful of captives native to Brazil. The ship Nuestra Señora de los Dolores carried 151 slaves from Salvador to Montevideo in 1786, out of whom seven were from Salvador. 51 Upon interrogation, one of these captives claimed he knew how to write, an example of the transference from Brazil to the Río de la Plata of slaves with specific skills. Papers belonging to the Portu guese smuggler Antonio d'Cunha supply details on slave purchases required by his contacts in Montevideo in 1781. They sought slave carpenters, shipwrights, masons, shoemakers, barrel makers, and musicians, as well as "mulatas" who could cook, iron, and sew. 52 The elites of Montevideo preferred Luso Brazilian ways of cooking, completing domestic chores, and doing crafts. Luso Hispanic trading networks led to the emergence of Montevideo as an Atlantic port, and this must have shaped such taste and fashion. 53 In table 3, the column Other refers to those who did not come from the three broad provenances listed in the table and arrived instead from Peru, Chile, the Spanish Caribbean, the Philippines, and Spain. Blacks and coloreds born in these places came to Montevideo as sailors in the Spanish navy or as servants of Spanish administrative and military officers. Their presence in these files shows the growing bureaucracy and military personnel in Montevideo linked with the rising significance of this port for the defense of the Spanish South Atlantic. In 1767, the crown allowed a line of mail vessels from A Coruña, Gali The marriage files also indicate where grooms and witnesses met before arriving in Montevideo, and this reveals patterns of internal slave trading and regional migration. In 1778 Bernardo, a slave born in Angola, testified for the marriage file of Juan, a slave from Benguela. Bernardo said about Juan that "que le conoce hara cosa de dieziocho años entre en las costas de Guinea y un año en el Rioxaneiro y otro en la Colonia y siete en esta de Montevideo y siempre desde Angola [h]an ido juntos." 55 He had met Juan in Portuguese Angola. Then they were shipped together to Rio de Janeiro and then to Colonia. Spanish Montevi deo was the third slave port where they arrived, either by land or sea. Bernardo said he had met Juan 18 years previously, but this time frame is doubtful given that Juan was roughly in his twenties according to the estimated age recorded in his file. However, the itinerary described by Bernardo is convincing, as other Africans traveled similar -but not identical -slave routes. In each file, wit nesses mentioned from one to three locations when telling where they had met the groom. Table 4 tabulates the number of times each place was mentioned by a witness.
This table pulls together 704 references to locations where witnesses met grooms. Montevideo is included only when this city was the only place men tioned by the witness, which implies that he had not met the groom outside of Montevideo. The total number of places mentioned, as well as testimonies collected, decreases over time, which reflects the declining amount of data con tained by these files. Thus, for the period 1792 -1803, the database has less than one third of the total number of mentioned places found for the 1770s. Table  4 also gathers depositions from witnesses of all colors, which means that white witnesses are included. Table 4 shows that places in Africa comprise just 5 percent of the loca tions mentioned by witnesses. We may have expected more testimonies from Africans meeting before the Atlantic passage, but we must remember that it was through Brazilian ports that most slaves arrived in the Río de la Plata. As the next section shows, on board ships or in previous slave ports in the Ameri cas were the two most frequently mentioned places where witnesses met slave grooms. The slave trade from Brazil to the Río de la Plata also shaped shipmate networks. That is why Rio de Janeiro and Portuguese Colonia del Sacramento, in addition to other Brazilian regions, are so prominent in table 4.
After its capture by the Spanish in 1777, Colonia del Sacramento experi enced an extreme decline as a slave trade entrepôt. From 1768 to 1779, almost 30 percent of all witnesses had met the groom either in Colonia or in the Real de San Carlos, the Spanish garrison located just a cannon shot from Colonia. Most of these people had come from Rio de Janeiro, which indicates that the main slave trade route ending in Montevideo passed through Rio de Janeiro and Colonia from 1760 to 1777. The Spanish conquest of Colonia ended the city's role as a trading site for the Spanish and the Portuguese. 56 In the 1780s, at least 10 percent of witnesses claimed to have met the groom there, but by the next decade Colonia lost significance for the life of Montevideo's black population. Before the fall of Colonia, slaves commonly fled from this town to the Spanish Real de San Carlos, as shown by this testimony from 1778: "se desertaron para el Real de San Carlos en las Guerras primeras de Cevallos." 57 The two witnesses and the groom, all free Africans living in Montevideo by the time of the wed ding, had run away from Colonia to Real de San Carlos in the early 1760s.
From 1768 to 1779, increasing numbers of respondents met in the Span ish Río de la Plata before arriving in Montevideo. They mainly came from neighboring Buenos Aires but also from Córdoba, Tucumán, Salta, Catamarca, Santiago del Estero, Mendoza, Corrientes, Santa Fe, and Paraguay. Some of these were free blacks and coloreds who migrated to Montevideo as the city absorbed craftsmen during its expansion in the late eighteenth century. Others were slaves who moved with their masters to Montevideo. Early in the eigh teenth century, the Spanish authorities of Paraguay revived taxation of free blacks and coloreds. In addition to the bustling activity in Buenos Aires and Montevideo, this taxation may explain the migration of free Africans and their descendants from Paraguay to these two port cities, where they were not subject to such tax. 58 Finally, the growing importance of the category Other (defined as meeting in Spain, the Philippines, Peru, or the Caribbean) also reveals long distance movements of Spanish imperial military and administrative resources to Montevideo. A small share of testimonies state that the witness and groom met in places in the Banda Oriental, modern day Uruguay, other than Montevideo and Colo nia. Those places include the old Spanish settlements of Soriano and Vívoras near the Uruguay River and the Plata River and new towns such as Maldonado near the Portuguese frontier. Those who claimed to have met in these places usually were free blacks who worked in the countryside and then came to Mon tevideo or slaves who had fled or been purchased from the Portuguese eastern borderland. Finally, Montevideo accounted for one fourth of the meeting places identified. Not every groom had ties with his witnesses before arriving in this city, but this is what we would expect, and it ultimately suggests that the stories recorded in marriage files were neither invented nor formulaic.
Portuguese America was the broad region that accounts for more than 20 percent of the references to meeting place in the files. 59 Rio de Janeiro was of the utmost importance for the slave trade to the Río de la Plata. Witnesses also met the groom in other Brazilian slave ports (Salvador, Pernambuco, Santa Catarina), inland locations (São Paulo and Minas Gerais), and frontier villages (Rio Grande, Rio Pardo, and Viamão). In these cases, witnesses and groom had met in previous slave ports before being shipped to the Spanish dominions, as runaway slaves, or as soldiers deserting from the Portuguese army. In 1777, free black Manuel Xavier de la Cruz, who was from Rio de Janeiro, acted as witness for Manuel de Jesus, a free Mondongo from Angola. Manuel told the notary about Juan that "cinco años lo conocio en la Ciudad de San Pablo en el Brasil y vinieron desertados juntos para Misiones y de alli pasaron a Buenos Aires." 60 Both were soldiers or members of Portuguese militias who fled to Spanish mis sions during wartime and then down the Paraná River to Buenos Aires and Montevideo. In this case, war and migration determined their patterns of move ments rather than the internal slave trade.
Shipmates: Social Networks Emerging from the Slave Trade
To show how the marriage files portray social networks, I have classified each testimony according to witnesses' explanations of how they met the groom. Table 5 tabulates the testimonies according to eight categories: (1) the witnesses and groom had been shipmates in the slave trade, (2) they had met in previous slave ports, but it is not clear that they were shipmates, (3) they shared origin in Table 5 the Río de la Plata region or migrated together from another city in the region, (4) they shared the same master, (5) they ran away together from Portuguese to Spanish territory, (6) they served together in the military, (7) they were artisans of the same craft, and (8) unknown. 61 Marriage files for slaves show that experiences in the slave trade were par ticularly important for developing social ties. People who had been shipmates in slave vessels or who had met each other in slave ports before arriving in Mon tevideo constitute the witnesses in half of all marriage testimonies for slaves. Networks developed in the slave trade are even more important if we remove the testimonies of white witnesses, as I do in the last row of table 5. One third of testimonies under the category Unknown, as well 30 percent of those in the category Río de la Plata shared origin or migration, came from white witnesses. Nearly 40 percent of witnesses under the category Military experience and half of those under the category Same craft were recorded as white too. After remov ing white witnesses, the combined categories Shipmates and Met in previous slave port constitute 44 percent of the total, and this total goes up to 58 percent if we exclude all unknown cases from our count. Migratory experience also shaped the social networks of free blacks and people of mixed origin, though these ties were mostly developed through free migrations from the hinterland of the Río de la Plata to Buenos Aires and Montevideo. It is worth noticing that Montevi deo and Buenos Aires were probably the two Spanish American cities with the highest percentages of European and internal free migrants in the early 1800s. 62 Marriage files may also reveal the origins of the free population, as well as broad similarities in the migratory paths and social connections binding European grooms to their witnesses. But that is the subject of another article. 63 While the category Shipmates holds steady over the 36 years of this study, the category Met in previous slave port decreases over time. how in the 1780s more people than before were shipped in the same vessels from Africa to Brazil and then to Montevideo and were not disembarked first at Rio de Janeiro or Salvador, which constituted just a stopover. Thus the beginning of an increasingly direct slave trade between Africa and Montevideo in the 1790s could explain this decrease in the last period of our sample, as fewer people than before would have met in other slave ports prior to their arrival in Montevideo. While the decline in the number and quality of slave files in the 1790s might partially account for this trend in the last 12 years of this study, the decrease is already noticeable in the 1780s, when most slaves were shipped from Africa to Montevideo via Brazil with no lengthy stopover in Brazilian ports.
The broad categories of table 5 disguise rich details of slaves' previous asso ciations, and a more fine grained analysis is called for. It is possible to separate out those who had been shipmates from those who had met in previous slave ports. For the former group, I chose testimonies where the notary specifically wrote down that the witness and groom had arrived together in Montevideo. Certain testimonies describe the entire itinerary of a slave voyage from Africa to this city, such as "que vinieron juntos desde Guinea estuvieron a la Colonia y desde alli en esta de Montevideo" 64 and "lo conoce por haber venido junto con [é]l en una embarcacion desde Benguela al Janeiro, y de este a Montevideo." 65 In these cases, the phrasing is definitive about the shared experience in slave ves sels, whether from Africa or Brazil. A further group of cases shows that the wit ness and the groom had met before, but the phrasing does not definitively estab lish that they were shipmates. These were people who met again in Montevideo after sharing past experiences in other slave ports, as the following excerpts indicate: "que le conoce quince años, que le conoció en las tierras de Congo y un año en el Rioxaneiro y diez años en esta ciudad"; 66 "lo empezo a conocer en su tierra muchos años"; 67 "que hace diez años que le conoce en Santa Catalina." 68 In most of these cases, witnesses said they had met the groom in their homeland or in a Brazilian slave port, but their testimonies do not allow me to necessarily infer that they were shipmates in slave vessels. Certain witnesses declared that they met the groom in Africa, but that they came to Montevideo in different years, as in this case of 1771: "que le conocio en Congo hace seis años, y después se ausento el declarante para esta de Montevideo despues de haber pasado seis años poco menos vino el contra[y]ente." 69 The witness did not clarify if they had stopped in other slave ports because the important piece of information for the church was that he had met the groom in Kongo.
Testimonies of shipmates varied greatly from case to case. Occasionally, the witness and the groom reencountered each other in Montevideo after being shipmates in the transatlantic passage but not in the intra American slave trade, as portrayed by this testimony from 1788: "que conoce al referido Gonzalo desde Angola al Rio Geneyro que bin[i]eron juntos que el declarante se bino primero a esta ciudad dejando al d [i] ho Gonzalo en el Rio Geneyro." 70 In a case from 1778, another shipmate witness expressed a common origin with the groom through a shared language: "vinieron juntos siempre en esta siendo Bozales en la len gua en donde han estado hasta ora y Esclavos." 71 In a few cases shipmates even mentioned the vessel in which they arrived in Montevideo, as this slave did in 1794: "que hace cinco meses que llegaron a este Puerto en el Penque." 72 These slaves had just arrived five months before the marriage application took place from Brazil, not from Africa, in a vessel known as Penque Portugués. They must have lived in Brazil for some time before arriving in Montevideo, which would explain both how they communicated with the notary and their understanding of the proceedings for marriage.
As already mentioned, migrations within the Río de la Plata often featured significantly in the origins of blacks and coloreds who married in colonial Mon tevideo. Links between free and coerced migrations also shaped relationships between grooms and witnesses in the category Río de la Plata shared origin or migration in table 5. The difference between coerced and free migration was sometimes blurred, as when the groom and witnesses were imprisoned together in Buenos Aires and then sent as convicts to Montevideo. In 1769, a witness declared he had met the groom because "vino preso a esta ciudad." 73 In another case the two witnesses were in prison by the time of the marriage application. 74 As shown by testimony from 1771, such prisoners were employed in the public works: "d[ic]ho Negro se escapó para Buenos Aires y que no lo ha visto [h]ará de poco tiempo que vino desterrado para estas obras reales de esta ciudad." 75 Here Gonzalo Rocha, a free black born in Salvador, had run away from Portuguese Colonia, where he probably was a slave, to Buenos Aires. It remains unclear why he was jailed in Buenos Aires, but then he was sent as a convict to Montevi deo. Sometimes these convicts remained in Montevideo after their release and started a family there, as indeed Gonzalo was trying to do.
Some grooms and witnesses seemed to owe their relationship to sharing the same craft and working together. A 1794 file brought together a groom and witnesses who were tailors. The second witness declared, "Que sobre once años que trabaja con el referido Bera tanto en casa del maestro Pin como en su misma casa." 76 This witness worked with the groom in two separate workshops. In that same year, a file describes a groom and witnesses who were all carpenters. 77 These cases also commonly illustrate regional migration within the Río de la Plata and contain a mix of white, black, and pardo witnesses. In 1800 Pedro Godel, an Indian shoemaker from Cuzco, wanted to marry Juliana, a slave born in Montevideo. The two witnesses were people of mixed European and African ancestry who also worked as shoemakers. 78 Grooms and witnesses also met due to a common military background. In 1772, the first witness in the file of Francisco Zelaya, a free pardo born in Córdoba, declared about Francisco "que salieron juntos de esta ciudad para las Misiones en la espedicion con el Cap. Gal. Andonegui." 79 Both had probably been conscripted for the Guaraní War. Francisco Zelaya was the captain of the pardo militia of Montevideo in 1780, making militia participation an important feature of his life. 80 In the file of Manuel Campero, a free pardo from Buenos Aires who married in 1802, both the groom and the second witness were mem bers of the pardo militia of Buenos Aires. Their military service in the Spanish Portuguese War in the Banda Oriental explains why they had been moved from Buenos Aires to Montevideo the year before. 81 War with the Portuguese was a common point of reference in the period 1768 -1779, when witnesses often declared having met the groom before, during, or after hostilities: "que salieron de d[ic]ha Colonia en el tiempo de las guerras y desde aquel entonces siempre han estado en Montevideo"; 82 "que le conoce hara cosa de nueve años desde las ultimas guerras en el tiempo de Don Pedro Sevallos y que han trabajado los dos juntos con su amo." 83 This last witness and groom met because of war, but they stayed in touch given that they worked together as free laborers. Slaves living on the Portuguese frontier commonly took advantage of war to run away to the Spanish. Therefore, these wars opened venues to obtain freedom and became a powerful factor in slaves' lives.
In just a few cases did grooms meet witnesses in more than one way; in such cases, I list only the initial meeting in my database. In 1799, a witness and a groom, both pardos from Paraguay, arrived together in Montevideo from Paraguay and then worked together: "que vinieron juntos a esta tierra en donde trabajan juntos." 84 People in this case shared the same origin in the Río de la Plata and then worked together in the same craft in Montevideo. In a 1781 case, the groom and the first witness were from Kongo and had arrived in Buenos Aires together in the same ship, likely traveling from West Central Africa. In Buenos Aires, they were bought by the Jesuit order, as the first witness declared: "vinieron juntos en una embarcación hasta llegar a Buenos Aires y fueron escla vos de la Compañía de Jesús." 85 The second witness met the groom as a slave of the Jesuits, not as a shipmate. In tables here the relationship between the groom and the first witness is classed as Shipmates, and the link between the groom and the second witness as Same master.
In table 5 , almost all the testimonies classified as Unknown were of peo ple who met in Montevideo. Herman Bennett underscores the importance of shared spaces in the selection of marriage witnesses in colonial Mexico. 86 He points out that slaves and freedmen commonly selected witnesses with whom they shared a household or neighborhood. This observation likewise applies to grooms and witnesses in Montevideo who had the same master and thus shared a household and probably to most grooms and witnesses whose relationship I classified as Unknown. I found no case of witnesses saying that they had been neighbors of the groom. However, testimonies of long standing companionship suggest shared experience as neighbors, such as "que son compañeros sobre diez años" and "que le conoce hará ocho años en esta ciudad." 87 Closer analysis of common broad origins sheds further light on the experience of those included in the category Unknown. I would have expected that a common broad origin might have been an incentive for the groom to choose a witness he had met only in Montevideo. But in fact, only for 20 percent of cases involving Africans in the category Unknown were groom and witness of the same broad origin, mostly hailing from Benguela, Angola, and Kongo. Apparently, a shared broad origin was not important for African grooms when choosing a witness from among people they knew only from life in Montevideo. Thus, these cases may be explained by proximity and friendship developed from experience in this city.
A common broad origin, and perhaps shared ethnicity, was relevant for African grooms when selecting witnesses, but overall it seems less significant than shared experience. Out of the 284 witnesses selected by African grooms, 21.5 percent were not African but European, criollo, or Amerindian, and 45 percent were African but not from the same broad region as the groom. 88 Only one third (33.5 percent) of African witnesses came from the same region as the groom, but this ratio varies across the categories in table 5. Thus, 52 percent of African witnesses who had been shipmates with African grooms also shared a common broad origin such as Benguela. The same was true for 38 percent of African witnesses who had met the African groom in a previous port before arriving in Montevideo. Shared experience in slave trade routes often, though not always, overlapped and subsumed common African origins, and both fac tors appeared as determinants for Africans in creating social networks in Montevideo.
Clear expressions of solidarity emerge from among those who claimed a common African provenance, as suggested by these testimonies of 1790: "que lo conoce desde que era muchachito por el motivo de ser de la Benguela"; 89 "que eran de un mismo [b] arrio alla en Camondad y vinieron juntos para esta." 90 In the last case, the witness seems to stress that he had shared his place of origin with the groom, given that the notary wrote down "barrio" (neighborhood) to modify the African eponym Camondá. At the least, the witness wanted to express a common origin with the groom. Witnesses gave clues about their ethnic identities, as the notary wrote down details such as "Guarangi en Ben guela" 91 or "descendiente de Banguela y natural de la Ciudad de Córdoba del Tucumán." 92 These sentences might express the will of the slave to specify his 88. The 431 marriage files should produce 862 witnesses -two witnesses per case. But this is not the case. In fact, I have 557 witnesses in my database, as some marriage files had no witnesses while others had only one. In addition, I know the origin of only 487 witnesses, out of which 284 were selected by African grooms. geographic origin or his claim of certain ancestry in Africa. However, such detailed testimonies are exceptions.
Yet broad African origins were certainly not consonant with ethnicity, as enslaved people from many different inland regions embarked at the same Afri can slave port. The same is true for captives who met up on intra American slave voyages. On the one hand, African eponyms such as Benguela and Angola tell more about slave trade routes than about African origins. On the other hand, labels such as Bolo, Rebolo, and Lubolo, which are sparse in marriage files, point to the geographical origins of those enslaved in West Central Africa. Perhaps the majority of witnesses in the marriage files identified themselves with broad categories such as Benguela since these connected them with more people than did specific ethnic labels and were descriptive of an experience in the slave trade that, while not shared, may have had features common to several captives. 93 The Spanish and Portuguese initially labeled Africans with these eponyms, which for Europeans meant origin or nation. Slaves probably reshaped these meanings to connect with other captives, given that African eponyms often related to common slave routes that redefined slaves' shared identities. This study enables us to understand how captives caught up in the slave trade created alternative meanings for the nomenclature of slave traders that allowed displaced Africans to define new communities based on their shared past and experience. More over, this process shows that "in the shift from imposition to self interpretation, received terms are rarely if ever entirely synonymous with self assumed ones." 94 
Conclusion
Marriage files and other Catholic parish records are the richest sources for studying the experience of Africans and their descendants in colonial Latin America. They offer a unique window onto the lives of the first generation of slaves and free blacks arriving in colonial Montevideo, about which much less is known than those who arrived after 1790. These materials are not easy to use, and analysis of depositions in marriage files must be accompanied by a full explanation of methodologies and strategies of research. Testimonies can neither be taken for granted nor discarded as a mere creation of the Catholic Church or the colonial regime. A comparative and comprehensive work on how slaves and freedmen left their mark in these records is waiting to be written, given the existence of marriage files produced in Mexico, Cuba, and Brazil.
Shipmate experiences in the slave trade were crucial for the formation of social networks for Africans in the New World. This article not only shows Africans relying on ties developed in the slave trade but also raises new ques tions about how these social networks shaped African identities. It also allows us to explain how social networks and identities emerged and intertwined in the New World after the constraints of the forced transatlantic passage. Among Africans, shipmate ties helped to bridge ethnic differences in the Americas. The early emergence and persistence of umbrella terms such as Angola and Mina throughout the New World, and the constant usage of these terms by African diasporic communities, suggest that such categories reflected personal experi ence in the slave trade. This article connects shipmate networks with these Afri can eponyms. While shipmate ties usually fostered solidarity among captives who shared broad regions of origin, we also see such networks emerging even among captives from disparate broad origins who had sailed together in slave voyages from Brazil to Montevideo or had met before in the slave ports of the Americas. Shipmates' stories contribute to our understanding of the effects of forced displacement. Transformations of social networks and identities started well before slave disembarkation in the New World and extended as far back as the inland African slave trade. Thus, specific slave trading routes did matter in shaping African social networks and identities in the Americas.
